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Guide of Egypt

Presents

Gosford Glyphs Analysis

By

Mohamed Ibrahim



https://www.facebook.com/groups/1539251502753593/



First when we received the pictures about these glyphs we didn’t have any idea about it before, we

decided not to read any information about it so we can make our judgment in a way we believe will

be fair.

Me (Mohamed Ibrahim) and Yousef Awyan started to look at the glyphs individually and meet to see

what kind of results we reached.

In the beginning we were confused about it’s authenticity, one time we say yes it is authentic and

another time we say no it is not.

Until I realized that there is a symbol has a strange direction, not the same like the one mentioned in

the dictionary I have and also the sign list, so I started to look into more dictionaries and more sign

lists, I found this symbol is listed there but under the title ‘’not commonly used’’, that is why it was

given a special code, the original code of the famous sign is F46 but our sign here is F46a.

That was the beginning for me and Yousef to start believe that these glyphs were written by

Egyptian hands



Of course we recognised from the first look many symbols from these glyphs and we started to put

them in a long list but we felt there something missing, we started to read not only symbols but

complete words too,



Then Yousef found a word from 6 letters, this what we were looking for ‘more evidences’, we

became very excited about this word because it is a very good evidence about the authenticity of

these glyphs



After this level we became very interested and had a great positive feeling about the authenticity of

these glyphs and we started o recognize not individual symbols but words



In some other translations for this glyph the said it means the crown of the North (of Egypt)which is

right if it stands by itself but those extra symbols next to it changed the meaning to (this)



The same thing with this symbol, the eye people will say it means to see but the meaning here with

those other symbols changed the meaning.



After we started to understand these words we wanted to read the bigger picture and read

sentences, and this is what happened



From this sentence we found the name of the place which is Penu Land, is this the name of all

Australia or this particular place?

The great news that we started to assemble the pieces of buzzle and we started to understand the

story



The story was about an Egyptian fleet returning back to Egypt but they faced very bad weather, very

strong storm, so they had to turn around, back to Australia but they didn’t make it



They explained what happened exactly to the ship(s)

It seems that most of them died except very few, we managed to identify 2 names with their

professions



The first one

Nedj Sobed, he was a sailor



He is the one who wrote that part of the story.



The second one

Nefer Sobed, he was one of the captains



So fare it was great job, it much time and effort, but wait there is a symbol we couldn’t identify, this

symbol could destroy the whole story.

We started to search I many other dictionaries for hieroglyphs but no way, we didn’t find it in any

dictionary.



Is this the end of our work?

I told Yousef many times I’m very sure it is Egyptian symbol and he replied the same.

But we didn’t gave up, I posted the picture of this symbol in one of the groups of Egyptian

researchers in Hieroglyphics, and asked them, Do you recognize this symbol ????



The answer was very quick, yes

It is a word (Hena’) which means ‘’with’’



But during the late time of Ancient Egypt and Ptolemaic time it changed to be this shape, we saw it

written on the walls of the so called Ptolemaic temples in Egypt, this one is from Kom-Ombo temple



We didn’t only find the symbol and the meaning but we also managed to date the writing according

to this new discovery, it is written around 500-300 BC.



We stopped at that level after we made a video (around 3 hours, 3 parts) but we are planning to

start over again soon and finish all the translation.



Mohamed Ibrahim
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